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Abstract
This stud) undertook to determine whether computer science educators agreed that computer ethics should, or could,

be taught; and, if so, the topics to include and the best method for teaching computing ethics.

Most educators agreed that computer ethics could and should be taught at the college level, by computer science

educators, using a variety of teaching techniques, especially lecture and case studies.

Introduction
The account of a Cornell University computer science student who brought amputer systems at MIT and other

universities, the RAND Corporation, and NASA to a grinding halt (Forester & Morrion 1990, p. 57) was an extreme example

of the potential for wrongdoing when misusing a computer. While the potential has always existed for unethical use of

computers, the widespread use of computer networks has greatly magnified the potential harm that such unethical computer

use can generate.

In light of a concern about the possibility of utilizing computer technology for unethical means, the Computer Science

Accrediting Board (CSAB) has required that colleges and universities must be able to document that computer ethics and

values are included in the curriculum in order to receive CSAB accreditation. Most schools must change their curriculum to

assure that they include a discussion of ethics and vallies for CSAB accreditation.

Computer ethics includes an assortment of concerns: software piracy; invasion of privacy; inaccurate data,

either through sloppy validation procedures or deliberate misrepresentation of data; use of computers to commit

a variety of crimes, such as embezzlement; and computer viruses, our newest highly-publicized concern. But

there is no real agreement on the definition of computer ethics, what concerns it encompasses, or whether it can

or should be taught in the college classroom.

Even among those who feel strongly that computer ethics can and should be taught in the classroom, there

are differences of opinion as to whether these topics should be taught in a separate course or integated within

the computer science curriculum. A course emphasizing computerethics is likely to look at the larger area of

societal issues in computer applications (Gotterbarn, 1991). It probably includes reading of several treatises on

the topic and a good deal of classroom discussion. It may also include students writing about the topics read and

discussed and a practical application of the principles covered in the classroom.

Ethical Implications of Computers
Computers are tools which can have a tremendous impact on lives, either positive or negative. Used properly,

sophisticated computer datr, bases can aid in apprehending dangerouscriminals (Shannon, 1987) or in protecting

government agencies from individuals who are abusing the system. But abuse of data base searches, often in the form of

tminformed negligence, can cause Innocent people to lose their welfare payments, be denied credit, receive threaus over

other people's obligations, and oen be imprisoned wrongly (Davis, 1987). Artificial intelligence, one branch of computer

science, can be used to provide sophisticated, user friendly teaching aids for students. or the same technology can be used to

guide missiles capable of annihilating entire populations (Weizenbaum, 1986).

Society can not afford to worship the computer blindly nor to denigrate it prejudiciously. The potential for unethical

behavior in the use of a computer seems to be clear, whether we are talking about large issues such as the planning of

nuclear war, clearly criminal cases such as embezzlement, or more subtle issues such as reading another's personal data

without permission. The question remains, however, as to how we should deal with computer ethics in the thssrootn.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to explore the perceptions that computer science educators have about computer ethics.

In the field of computer science, almost every topic of discussion is still a relatively new one. But ethical conduct is an

ancient concept which has dictated standards of behavior for thousands of years. In particular, the opinions of college-level

computer science Instructors were examined in order to find a common ground on how ethics should be applied within the

new technology of computer science.

Questions to Guide the Study
The following questions guided this study of computerethics:
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I. To what extent do computer sdence educators believe that ethically inappropriate practices aretaking

place (both on their own campus and throughout society generally)?

2. What a.re the perceptions of computer science educators about which practices In computer science have

ethical connotations?

3. To what extent do computer science educators perceive that computer ethics are an appropriate topic to

be addressed In computer science classes? Which topics with ethical implications should be taught in the

classroom?

4. If computer ethics is taught at the college level, what teaching methods should be used?

Population and Sample
All 144 full-time faculty members who teach computer science class es in any college or universityIn the author's state

which offers a bachelor's degree with a major or minor in computer science were surveyed. Computer related courses are

taught under a variety of titles I a wide range of departments. Therefore, the sample was found ie. depart mous such as

computer science, finance and management information systems, math and computer science. computer studies, computer

information systems, and engineering math and computer science. They may be I the collegeof arts and sciences, business,

engineering, or science, technolog, and health.

Responses were received from all eight state universities and 11 church-related and private schools. The 87 faculty

members who respond ed to the first request or within three weeks of the second mailing mad up the sample.

Analysis of Data
The analysis of data is divided into four parts, each one corresponding to a research question that guided the study. The

Instrument itself Is divided into a section for demographic data followed by three parts Intended to answer the guiding

research questions. The first par asked general questions about computer ethics and computer ethics educa don. Questions

in Part II were predicated on the assumption that the respondenthas been given the authority to design a computer ethics

course. The third part provided the participant with an opportuniy for open-ended responses.

Question 1
To what extent do computer science educators believe that ethicall inappropriate p-actices are taking place?

Educators were asked whether they believed that computer ethics is a problem globally and at their institution. The

answer to both these questions was yes, but to varyingdegrees. Seventy-two (85%) of the

respondents felt that computer ethics w-as- a global problem, but only 44 (54%) considered computer ethics

a problem at their institution.

Participants indicated the extent to which they felt that ethically inappropriate computer practices are

commonly taking place among certain groups (Table 1). Possible responses were strongly agree, agree, neutral

or no opinion, disagree, or strongly agree. Means analysis was performed after assigning numeric values to

responseb, giving 5 for strongly agree, down to 1 for strongly disagree. For each group of people mentioned, the

mean value was more than 3.0. The general consensus was that students are more likelY to engage in unethical

practices than.faculty. Computer science students were ranked highest, with a mean of 3.80, followed by other

college and university students, with a mean of 3.64. Faculty members were ranked as the least likely to behave

unethically, with a mean of 3.31 for non-computer science faculty, and only 3.04, for computer science faculty.

Group SA Fret' % AFreq % N Freq % D Freq % SD Freq % Mean Std Dev

C.S. students 13-15 51 -60 14 -7 5-6 2-2 3.80 0.86

Other college & university

students

13-15 42-49 18-21 10 -12 2-2 3.64 0.96

Individuals who use
computers as part of
their Jobs

10-12 42-50 24 -29 7-8 1-1 3.63 0.85
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Operators of bulletin
board systems

Computer professionals in
business & Industry

Computer clubs or local
interest groups

other faculty

computer science faculty

1619 28 33 33 39 6 7 1 1 3.62 0.91

2-11 39 46 21 25 11 13 1 1 3.60 0.93

12-14 32 38 32 38 6 7 2 2 3.55 0.91

10-12 24 29 38 45 9 1: 4 5 3.32 0.98

5 6 21 25 36 42 18 21 5 6 3.04 0.97

Table 1 Extent of Unethical Practices: Indicate the extent to which you feel that ethically inappropriate
computer practices are commonly taking place among the following groups.

Question 2
What are the perceptions of computer science ea-u-cators about which practices in computer science have ethical

connotations?

Two instrument items addressed this question. The first presented 25 topics and asked each personsrveyed to
indicate the extent that you feel each topic is an important ethical Issue.' Topics were rated from severe issue to not an issue.
Values were assigned for this item, with 5 for a severe issue down to 1 for not an issue A free-form question in Part III asked

about the respondent's observation of inappropriaie computer practices.

I A mean was calculated for each suggested topic, ranging from highs of 4.28 for accessing confidential databanks and

4.27 for copying commercial software to lows of 2.57 for boredom from routine and 2.56 for computer aided instruction
(Table 2). More than half (minimum of 46) of those surveyed felt that 23 of the 25 topics were at least a moderate issue.

Fifteen topics had a mean response of more than 3.0.

Four people responded none or zero to the question, "In your teaching of computer science, what unethical situations
have you encountered?" Another 13 gave no response to the question, which was interpreted to mean that they had not

encountered any unethical situations. About half of the respondents (43) named one unethical situation they had
encountered. Others mentioned as many as eight different situations, with one given as "and lots more." The overall mean

was 1.36 situations. Similar responses were grouped together for purposes of analysis. The largest group (41, or 47%)

listed piracy or copying of copyrighted software as unethical situations that they had encountered. Another 33 (38%) listed

plagiarism and cheating, such as copying another student's programs or homework. Hacking and/or security violations were

mentioned by 14 people, or 16% of those surveyed.

Topic 1 Frequency

5 4 3 2 1 Mean Std Dev Rank'

h)Accessing confidential databanks 45 23 14 2 1 4.23 0.908 1

g)Copying commercial software 39 33 10 3 0 4.27 0.808 2

v)System security 33 33 16 1 1

._.

4.14 0.852 3

()Use of computers to commit crimes 39 27 13 '4 2 4.14 1.002 4

t) Viruses and worms 28 36 15 5
i

1 4.00 0.926 5

u)Monitoring electronic mail 21 37 21 5 1 3.85 0.906 6

x)Electronic transfer of funds 23 34 16 6 6 3.73 1.148 7

w)Networks 17 38 18 8 3 3.69 1.018 3
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I) Validity of data(GIGO) 18 29 30 6 2 3.65 0.972 9

y)Military applications 25 27 17 9 7 3.64 1.243 10

DReliabillty of software 15 30 30 7 3 3.55 0.994 11

°Adult hackers 18 27 22 18 0 3.53 1.053 12

e)social responsibility 15 29 26 7 7 3.45 1.134 13

b)Databanks on suspected criminals 15 32 20 9 8 3.44 1.186 14

k)Teenage hackers 12 30 25 17 1 3.41 1.003 15

s)"Whistle-blowing" 6 17 36 10 16 2.85 1.160 16

p)On-the-job stress 5 23 20 24 12 2.82 1.163 17

c)Gender-related issues 6 21 27 12 19 2.80 1.242 18

q)Worker displacement resulting from computers 5 18 28 22 12 2.79 1.114 19

n)Potential VDT health risks 6 19 23 23 14 2.76 1.182 20

d)Minority issues 3 21 28 16 17 2.73 1.148 21

a)Effect of computers on socialization skills 5 lil 24 22 16 2.69 1.175 22

o)Boredom from routine 3 16 22 28 15 2.57 1.101 24

r)employee loyalty 4 11 31 23 15 2.60 1.077 23

m)Computer Aided Instruction 8 16 16 20 25 2.55 1.341 25

* I highest rank 25 lowest rank
Table 2. Importance of Ethical Issues: Indicate the extent that each topic is an important ethical issue.

Question 3
To what extent do computer science educators perceive that computer ethics is -n appropriate topic to be addressed in

computer science classes? Which topics with ethical implications should be taught in the classroom?

The great majority of those surveyed believed that computer ethics should be addressed in some manner at the

university level, but there was less agreement on requiring a computer ethics course or including

computer ethics in the curriculum below the university level. Seventyeight (92%) of those responding,

agreed that a school or department should develop and publish its own computing ethics policy. Even n,.)re

people (77, or 94%), believed that the ethical use of computers can be taught.

Most respondents (61, or 70%) indicated that including computer ethics in the curriculum at the college or

university level is of extreme importance or great importance (Table 3). A smaller majority (49, or 56%)

considered it to be of extreme importance or great importance toinclude computer ethics at the high school

level. Respondents were divided over the importance of including computer ethics in the middle school

curriculum and less enthusiastic about including computer ethics at the elementary school level, ranked to be of

extreme or great importance by 30% and 24%, respectively.

When not pressed for a specific level, four out of five participants agreed or strongly agreed that we should

teach computer ethics in a classroom setting. Almost as many agreed or strongly agreed that an institution with

an ethics course should ask faculty to discuss the topic in other courNes as well. There was no such consensus

about whether a computer ethics course should be required (Table ).
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SA Freq % A Freq % N Freq % D Freq % SD Freq
%

Mean Std Dev

Should teach computer
ethics in classroom

24 35 31 45 10 15 4 6 0 0 4.09 .85

Should discuss computer
ethics in other classes

30 35 36 42 14 17 5 6 0 0 4.07 0.87

Should require course 11 13 17 20 24 28 17 20 16 19 2.88 1.30

To calculate mean and standard deviation, responses were assigned numeric values: S
A = 5,A= 4,N=3,D=2,SD = I

Table 3. Computer Ethks In a Classroom Setting

The instrument includes a list of possible topics for inclusion in a computer ethics course and asks those surveyed to
select the topics that they would include in such a course. Educators selected the topic which they considered the most
important. Respondents also were given an opportunity to suggest other topics that they would include in a computer ethics

course and to describe computer ethics courses taught at their institutions.

Respondents identified the ethical issues they would like to see integrated into a computer ethics course. For each
selected issue, respondents then indicated the teaching method they would like to use to present the topic. Only the selection

or rejection of a topic is discussed here; teaching methods are discussed below in the section for question 4.

Eighty educators (96%) agreed that the topic of copying .Imercial software should be included in a computer ethics

course if one were offered (Table 4). Boredom from routine was the least likely to be selected; it was chosen by 32 (41%) of

those who responded to the question.

Educators were asked, "From this list, what do you consider the single most important ethical issue facing computer
professionals today?' (Table 5). Copying commercial software was named most often, by 18 respondents. Ten people
named social r6ponsibility as the single most important ethical issue, 9 selected accessing confidential databanks, and 8
named the me of computers to commit crimes. Fourteen other topics received at least one vote.

Question 4
If computer ethics is taught at the ()liege level, what teaching methods should be used? Which methods should be used

on which topics?

From this list, what do you consider the single most important ethical issue facing computer professionals today?

Topic Freq %. Rank* Votes Most Imp

g)Copying commercial software - 80 96.4 1 18

t)Viruses and worms 78 95.1 2 4

hMccessing confidential databanks 77 93.9 3 9

v)System security 76 93.8 4 7

Olise of computers to commit crimes 75 90.4 5 8

u)Monitoring electronic mail 75 91.5 6 1

e)Social responsibility 67 82.7 7 10
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1)Adult hackers 63 79.7 8 2

x)Electronic transfer of funds 63 78.7 10 1

w)Networks 63 77.8 11 1

kiTeenage hackers 61 76.2 12 3

J)Reliabllity of software 60 75.9 13 3

b)Databanks on suspected criminals 57 70.3 14

s)Whistle-blowing" 55 68.7 15

q)Worker displacement resulting from computers 52 65.9 16 1

a) Effect of computers on socialization skills 51 63.7 17 1

y)Military applications 50 64.1 18 1

7
n)Potential VDT health risks 44 54.3 19

1

p)On-the-job stress 43 54.4 20

c)Gender-related issues 41 70.3 21 2

r)Employee loyalty
_

41 51.9 22

d)Minority issues 36 45.6 23

m)Computer Aided Instrucdon 34 43.6 24

oThoredom from routine 32 41.0 25

z)Other 11 26 1

1 = highest rank 25 = lowest rank % based on those who responded for each topic, ranging from 78 o 83

Table 4. Rank Order for Topics for Computer Ethics Course: Indicate the topics from the following list that
you would like to see in the computer ethics course.

When asked where to place the teaching of computer ethics, the largest group of respondents (30. or 35%) preferred to

include computer ethics "as a separate module in a larger course' (Table 5). The separate module format also received the

highest mean value (3.62). The second most popular placement was "through personal example of faculty and staff,' v,ith a

mean of 3.42 and 21 respondents (28%) selectIng it filst.

Placement in Curriculum 5 Freq % 4 Freq% 3 Freq % 2 Freq % 1 Freq % Mean Std Dev

Course Module 30 35 14 16 24 28 13 15 4-5 3.62 1.34

Example of faculty & staff 24 28 23 -27 21 25 10 12 7-8 3.55 1.25

References in C.S.

curriculum

12 14 29 34 16 19 24 28 4-5 3.25 1.15

Separate C.S. course 13 15 13 15 11 13 16 19 32-38 2.52 1.50

Ethics course in another
dept. _

6 7 5 6 20 24 14 17 40-47 2.09 1.26
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Table 5. Curriculum Placement for Computer Ethics: Rank the following placements in the curriculum for
teaching computer ethics at the coll-ge level, with 5 being the highest ranking and 1 being the lowest ranking.

(Use each value once.)

Computer science educators believed that they were the group best suited for teaching a computer ethics course, either
alone or as part of a team (Table 6). Asked to "rank the following groups according to which you consider the most
appropriate for teaching the computer ethics course," respondents ranked computer science faculty first, with a mean of 3.88
and 33 (40%) first-place votes. The choice of a team of computer science and other faculty ran a dose second, receiving 32
(38%) first-place votes and a mean of 3.87.

Faculty Group 5 Freq % 4 Freq% 3 Freq % 2 Freq % 1 Freq % Mean Std Dev

CS. faculty 33-39 24-29 16-19 6-7 5-6 3.88 1.18

Team of C.S. & other faculty 32-38 33 39 4-5 6-7 9-11 3.87 1.29

Ethidsts 7-8 10 12 28-33 19-23 20-24 2.58 1.21

Philosophy/religion faculty 5-6

...

13 16 21-25 26-31 19-23 2.51 1.17

Sociology faculty 2 2 6 7 26 31 25 30 25 30 2.23 1.03

Table 6. Appropriate Group to Teach Computer Ethics: Rank tte following groups according to which you
consider the most appropriate for teaching the computer ethics course, with 5 the highest ranking and 1 the

lowest.

In response to instrument the question 'At what level should the course on computer ethics be offered?' more than half
(46, or 55%) recommended that it be offered to freshmen. The course was generally considered more important at lower
levels, with sophomores, juniors, and seniors receiring 28, 18, and 13 responses, respectively. (Some people selected more
than one level.)

Method Frequency

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Mean Std Dev.

Class discussion of case studies 46 18 9 3 1 3 3 6.01 1.56

Individual assessment of case studies 13 28 15 11 7 7 2 5.00 1.62

Lecture by instructor 15 4 16 11 11 4 23 3.77 2.19

Written reports on research 0 14 10 20 16 19 5 3.63 1.52

Group projects 3 7 12 18 17 19 7 3.50 1.57

Oral reports on research 4 5 15 13 23 10 14 3.43 1.67

Group reports 0 6 14 16 12 14 21 3.07 1.65

Table 7. Preferred Teaching Methods: Rank the following teaching methods to use in teaching a computer

Respondents were asked to "Rank the following teaching methods to use in teaching a computer ethics course' (Table
7). Of the suggested ethics course, with 7 being the highest ranking and I the lowest methods, class discussion of instructor-
provided case studies was selected by a majority (46, or 55%) as the best method, and also received the highest mean

response, of 6.01.
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worm, and accessing confidential databanks were ranked as the most important topics to cover. Case studies were selected

as the most appropriate means for teaching computer ethics in the classroom, in general. But when asked about the

preferred method for

teaching specific topics, lecture edged out case studies, which were still popular. There was also a consensus that more

than one teaching method was preferrable.

Interestingly, while computer science faculty members were considered to be a particularly ethical group, their students

were considered to be particularly unethical. Perhaps this is attributed to abundance of opportunity without the
corresponding maturity and awareness of the Issue. Educators agreed that an institution should develop and publish a

computing ethics policy.
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